2022 Senior Directed Play Festival Crew Form
Crew Forms Due by 4:30 on April 5th. Turn in to Ms. Phillips or Ms. Stuhff
Performances will be May 14th & 15th

Name:________________________________________________Grade_________
ID#________Phone Number_____________Email __________________________
T Shirt Size__________________
Are you also applying to for cast? Yes________ No________
Previous Theatre Experience:(Please list any experience; school, church, community theatre)

Please rank the shows you are most interested in 1-3 (3 being the least). Summaries of the shows can be found
on the reverse side of this paper.
___The Manhattan Project (Directed by Jackson Reasoner)
___It’s About Time (Directed by Madeline Clark and Morgan Smithwick)
___ Good is Just Around the Corner (Directed by Porter Dotson)
These are small cast, small crew productions. Let us know if there is anything specific you are interested in
working on.

Are you a member of any other teams, organizations or extra curricular activities? Please list
them and the days and times that they meet:

12th Annual Senior Directed Play Festival
Auditions- April 5th from 4:45-6:15 in the Little Theatre
Performances will be May 14th & 15th

The Manhattan Project by Jackson Reasoner (5M)
Directed by Jackson Reasoner
In a historical fiction following four of the real figures behind the invention of the atomic bomb, the
members of the project must grapple with the grave morals behind their objective. Oppenheimer wants to stay
on task, Weinberg wants to further his own research, Szilard wants a peaceful solution, while Groves and FDR
just want to end the devastation of the Axis Powers. The conflicting goals reach a climax as explosive as the
bomb they have created.

It’s About TIme by James P Brosnahan & Joseph S Kubu (2M - 2F)
Directed by Madeline Clark and Morgan Smithwick
Nick has brought Kim to the museum to look at art, but also to propose. Unfortunately they are
interrupted by Nicholas who seems to know a lot about art and the two of them. He is actually a future version
of Nick, and has his own plans for the evening.

Good is Just Around the Corner By Porter Dotson (2M - 2F)
Directed by Porter Dotson
Ian is a male nurse during World War 1 who failed to get into the Army, unlike his brother. He and Dory,
his coworker, save a soldier on the spot, but unknown to them he is a German soldier named Josef. Ian has to
deal with this moral dilemma and his own lack of self worth, while also nursing Josef back to health.

